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Even though the United Kingdom is undergoing an economic slowdown and complications from Brexit are
troubling, the country may see a surprising result in tourism trends.

According to a new session from Euromonitor International, inbound arrivals in the U.K. may see a 7 million
increase by 2021, despite political upheaval. While VisitBritain, the country's tourism bureau, originally estimated
there would be 40 million inbound arrivals in 2021, Euromoniter believes that number could be as large as 45
million.

"Despite the economic slowdown, in a No Deal Brexit scenario for the U.K., due to further currency depreciation
making the U.K. more affordable, inbound arrivals could increase by an overall 7 million to reach 45 million in total
by 2021, far exceeding the 40 million arrivals target set by VisitBritain," said Caroline Bremner, head of travel
research at Euromonitor International, London.

"Travel and tourism demand is highly exposed to macroeconomic and geopolitical shocks, with Brexit no
exception as the U.K. is expected to benefit from a Brexit bounce thanks to the pound's depreciation," she said.

Worldwide travel insights
Asia is on its way to overtaking Europe as the top destination by the year 2029. A balance of demographic growth as
well as income is helping the region flourish with tourism potential beyond just a source market.

However, as of 2015, Western Europe has remained as the top most popular destination with about 450 million visits
and Asia seeing almost 300 million trips. Behind that, Eastern Europe is third but dramatically behind with not even
200 million trips made.

While many people believe that Brexit was detrimental to the U.K., research is showing that in the coming years
without the decision, GDP growth would slow and unemployment rates would increase.

European tourism and the luxury goods sector might also be impacted in an already tumultuous period now that the
European Union is considering requiring a visa for travelers coming from the United States.
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With so many luxury goods coming out of Europe, and buyers living in the U.S., the new visa requirement could
affect more than just travel and hospitality brands. If the proposed visa requirement is voted into practice, retailers
should consider strengthening their online capabilities (see more).
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For Mexico, if the current White House administration sees the United States withdrawing from NAFTA, the country's
GDP would drop by to -1.3 percent in 2017 and -3.1 percent by 2018. This would be create a serious impact on travel
between the U.S. and Mexico.

Travel and technology
As a whole, arrivals worldwide are continuing to grow and are unlikely to slow down, which is good for all markets.

To capitalize on the interest in travel, hospitality brands should focus on increasing their technological offerings as
more and more customers book trips through these platforms and also leverage technology while traveling.
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For instance, private aviation marketplace JetSmarter is extending its on-demand services with the launch of home
rentals within its mobile application.

The service, which debuted Feb. 24, allows JetSmarter members to book a staffed home by the week. As JetSmarter
looks to transition from a mobility provider to a lifestyle community, this addition to its app further rounds out its
offerings (see more).

As booking becomes easier for consumers through technology, global tourism is likely to continue growing and
consumers will continue to become interested in new markets.

"Asia offers enormous tourism potential, not just as a source market but also as a destination, overtaking Europe to
be the largest visited region by 2029, thanks to a positive mix of demographic and income growth as key drivers,"
Euromonitor's Ms. Bremner said.

"In the event of a Trump Trade War scenario with the U.S. withdrawing from NAFTA, Mexico's GDP would be
significantly reduced to -1.3 percent in 2017 and -3.1 percent in 2018, acting as a drag on Mexico-U.S. travel flows,"
she said. "Incremental spending in destination can be achieved by recalibrating the supply offer, by encouraging
new models like short term rentals, as well as encouraging digital connectivity a major catalyst to travel demand,.

"The Forecast Travel Mode simulates different scenarios to help identify new, resilient sources of demand, such as
India's positive combination of strong population growth with strong rising income per capita, to help destinations
diversify and minimize risk."
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